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Prison Consultant Sam Mangel Delivers

Key Insights on Federal Incarceration

Challenges and Adaptation

BOCA RATON , FLORIDA, UNITED

STATES, March 21, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sam Mangel,

prison consultant for Peter Navarro,

shared his expert insights on CNN's

'The Source' with Kaitlan Collins to

discuss the incarceration of Navarro,

former White House aide to President

Trump. 

Drawing from his professional

relationship and firsthand experience,

Mangel provided a detailed perspective

on life within the federal correctional

system, specifically tailored to

Navarro's situation. Mangel offered

viewers a rare glimpse into life behind

bars at the Miami prison camp, the same institution where he was once incarcerated.

Speaking with Collins, Mangel shared valuable insights into the challenges Navarro might face

while serving his sentence, particularly highlighting the importance of mental preparation and

the reality of adapting to a drastically different daily routine than Navarro is used to. 

Mangel’s unique perspective stems from his own experience and his subsequent work assisting

individuals navigating the federal prison system.

In addition to shedding light on the stark realities of prison life, Mangel discussed the

psychological impact and adjustment process for high-profile individuals like Navarro. He

emphasized the significance of mental health support and the need for a strong support system
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outside the prison walls. 

Mangel's approach to consulting prioritizes not only the logistical preparations for prison but

also the emotional and psychological readiness, which he considers equally vital for enduring the

challenges of incarceration.

Sam Mangel’s expertise has been recognized by multiple prestigious platforms including The

New York Times, The Daily Caller, The San Francisco Examiner, CEO Weekly and The California

Business Journal, establishing him as a leading authority in prison consultation.
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